In our recent article on the above-mentioned topic (1), the derivation of the pressure drop equations was based on the first approximation that diluting air flow is constant over the length of a filter or tobacco column. While this is a reasonable approximation for filters and tobacco columns with low levels of dilution, it appears to give inaccurate results for tobacco columns with high levels of dilution, as was ,pointed out by Cummings (2}. Accordingly, derivations based on a second approximation that the diluting flow is proportional to some function of the pressure difference across the wrapper have been formulated. For the most important case of tobacco column dilution, the derivation is as follows, using the terminology of reference (1):
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Evaluating the first half of the summation and introducing Llpe gives: n Ape = Ape-I: Kt · AL · i · dQ .
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Introducing a dependence of dQ on pressure drop or equivalently column length, we let
·where F (AL) is a function relating dilution flow to the increment of column length. Tables 6 and  8 of reference (1) have been recomputed. In Table 6 the column dilution and total dilution values decrease by 1 to 2 units. In Table 8 a contribution of orifice flow through the paper which would tend to slightly elevate the dilutions. It should also be noted that the difference may stem from experimental causes, since any compression of the tobacco column during the encapsulated pressure drop measurement will tend to increase the calculated dilution. The differences between brands A-G and H which had a perforated paper, which would be likely to have an orifice flow component, suggest that the former explanation may he partially operative.
In the case of filters with multiple rows of holes, or those with porous wrapping, the effect of a changing dilution flow is much smaller. By a derivation similar to that outlined for tobacco column dilution, Equations 2 and 3 of reference (1) The effect of these corrections to the previously published equations is rather small, as illustrated in Table 1 . Thus the corrections to the equations for filters are essentially negligible, and the simpler equations 2 and 3 given in (1) can be used with confidence in dilution calculations.
